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Apex
Canopy Porch
Fitting
Instructions

Important Information
All components should be inspected BEFORE installation commences for any damage and to check all your
items are correct before installation. While care is taken to match our engineered timber products, timber is
a natural product where the colour, grain structure, can vary.
While we do everything possible to ensure the information contained within these fitting instructions
are correct, they are only a general guide, every situation is different. Please read through the fitting
instruction fully before commencing any fitting, Cheshire Mouldings will not be held responsible for any
mistakes made through incorrect fitting. You will need to take extra care when installing pre-finished
components and some touching up will undoubtedly be necessary around the cut areas.

Components
A - x2

G - x2

M - x6

B - x2

H - x6

N - x2

C - x2

I - x1

O - x18

D - x1

J - x1

P - x6

E - x1

K - x1

Q - x2

F - x2

L - x4
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Apex Porch Fitting Instructions

Fitting Instructions
Measure and mark gallows bracket
positions on the wall to a maximum
internal span of 1200mm for PORCH001
& 1600mm for PORCH002 (Fig 1).
Note: Cheshire mouldings Porch Canopies
do allow for adjustability of the upright
position to less than max span, taking
into account any unique features around
the door.
Measure and mark the back plate at the
preferred location above the door (Fig 2).

Fig.1

Fig.2

PORCH001 - 1200mm MAX

PORCH002 - 1600mm MAX

Assemble the Gallows Brackets using
exterior grade wood glue.
Knock the 15mm diameter dowels supplied
into the pre-machined draw-bored tenons
(Fig 3).
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Place and secure the assembled Gallows
Brackets to either side of the door to the
marked positions on the wall. Fix using 2
x 12mm steel bolts (not supplied). Glue the
cover caps to hide fixings (Fig 4).
Assemble the 4 parts of the Porch Canopy
frame together by gluing the tenons and
using the 45mm screws supplied (Fig 5).
Place the canopy frame on top of the
Gallows Brackets checking that the frame
is central and the 2 x holes are at the front.
Pilot drill through frame and into the
Gallows Brackets. Fix using the 100mm
screws supplied (Fig 6).
Glue the tenons of the front and back King
Posts. Use the 45mm screws supplied to
secure, countersink and fill (Fig 7).
Screw the top beam to the front and back
King Post using 100mm screw supplied
(Fig 8).
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Position and attach the rafters to the top
beam and canopy frame using the 100mm
screws supplied (Fig 9).

Fig.9
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Glue the 30mm timber dowels into the
bottom of the Rams Horns and fix into
front purlin. Loosen the front rafters,
if necessary, for ease of fit (Fig 10).
Drill pilot hole through half lap on Rams
Horns and fix to front rafters using 25mm
screws supplied (Fig 11).

Fig.11

Info
• Canopy tested to hold a weight loading of 50kg/m².
•	
Maintenance – we recommend that you retreat your Porch Canopy and Accessories Kits annually by cleaning and repainting,
staining or varnishing, always following the manufacturer’s recommendations.
• Fascias, roofing, finishing components, exterior glue and wall fixings are not included.
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Technical Helpline:
Freephone
0800 085 3475

